
Hollywood Sport Rider  version 2

Model HR1000 - 2 Bike Hitch Rack 

 Not to be used on any trailer, fifth 
wheel or vehicle being towed by 
another vehicle.

 Weight Limit 45 lbs/20 kg per 
bike - 2 bike maximum capacity

 Fits both 1 ¼” and 2” hitch

 Optional Locking Kits Available

This box should include the following parts:

A,B) wheel trays with straps C) long frame hook D) short frame hook

E) Insert tube F) 2” adapter G) knobs H) frame hook clamps

I) hitch pin bolt J) carriage bolt   

K) insert tube bolts  

L) locking washer for hitch pin   

M) washers for insert tube bolts

N) washer for hitch pin   

O) clip for hitch pin bolt

P) main rack assembly    
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Vertical post

Wheel tray 
Support tube

Retaining pins (3)
2 front, 1 side



Remove retaining pins, rotate 
wheel tray support tubes down, 
reinsert retaining pins. Install insert 
tube E into bracket. Align holes on 
insert tube with holes on bracket.

Place washers M onto
bolts K, install with 17mm
or adjustable wrench.  
Tighten bolts securely. 

Assemble frame hooks C & D to frame hook clamp H using carriage bolts J and knobs G.  
Be sure hooks are positioned per drawing.

Place LONG hook assembly C onto the vertical post, facing the front of the rack. Then place the SHORT hook
assembly D on the insert tube side of the rack.

Assemble the carriage bolts J and knobs G to the wheel holders A and B. Be sure that the knob is on the 
“strap side” of the wheel holder.
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Slide wheel trays onto wheel tray 
support tubes as shown.

Place lock washer L and washer N onto hitch pin 
bolt I. Align the holes, insert the bolt and tighten 
securely using a ¾” wrench.
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If your vehicle has a 1-1/4” receiver, simply insert tube E of the rack 
into the receiver of your vehicle
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If your vehicle has a 2” receiver, you will need to attach the black “U’ shaped adapter F. Line up center hole 
of the adapter with the hole on the rack’s insert tube E.  Place lock washer L and washer N onto hitch pin bolt 
I. Align the holes, insert the bolt and tighten securely using a ¾” wrench.

IMPORTANT!! After tightening the 
hitch pin bolt, insert clip O through 
the hole on the end of the bolt. 

To fold down the vertical post, rotate and remove the side-retaining pin as shown.
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Pre-position the wheel trays to fit the bike’s wheel base (center to center 
distance between the wheel axels) such that they are directly beneath each 
wheel. To adjust the wheel trays, loosen the knobs and slide along the wheel 
holder support tube. Tighten knobs securely.

To fit the first bike (closest to the vehicle) more easily, the vertical post may be 
tilted down (away from vehicle). To do this, simply remove the side retaining pin 
per fig. 21 to 23. Note: Never fold down main tube with bike(s) mounted. Place 
the first bike in the wheel holders, and then rotate the vertical post up. See 
figure 24. Handlebars for the first bike should be on the driver’s side of the 
vehicle. If carrying two bikes, always load the smaller bike first (position the 
smaller bike between the vehicle and vertical post) 

Be sure that the hooks are well supported on the bike’s frame and tighten the 
knob securely.  Use the Velcro strap on the wheel holder as the final step of 
installing the bikes on the rack, per Fig. 27B.

Repeat for the outside/second bike with the short hook.
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To fold the wheel tray tubes up, rotate and remove the front retaining pins, rotate the tube and replace the pins

INSTALLING THE BIKES ON THE RACK:



Double check before driving off:
 Knobs are tight on all four wheel trays and both frame hooks.
 All three retaining pins are properly inserted and secure
 Wheel straps are fastened
 Hitch pin is secure and hitch pin clip is installed

Drive slowly on bumpy or dirt roads

Limited Lifetime Warranty (effective January 1, 2008):

Hollywood Racks will warrant its car racks and accessories during the time that an original retail purchaser owns the 
product subject to the exclusions and limitations of this warranty. Hollywood Racks will remedy defects in materials and 
workmanship by repairing or replacing (at its option) the complete rack or a defective part without charge for labor or parts.  
Hollywood Racks may elect (at its option) to issue a refund equal to the purchase price paid for the product. 

This warranty does not cover problems caused by normal wear and tear including (but not limited to) weather, 
scratches, dents, rust, accidents, unlawful vehicle operation, misuse, abuse, neglect, theft, unauthorized modifications, or 
unauthorized repair. No warranty is given for defects resulting in incorrect assembly, incorrect installation onto the vehicle, 
installation on a “no fit” vehicle, incorrect attachment of bicycles onto the rack, or overloading of the rack’s weight 
restrictions. This warranty terminates if the original retail purchaser transfers the product to any other person.  
If a product is believed to be defective, the original retail purchaser should contact either the original retailer or Hollywood 
Racks directly at 800-747-4085 or at info@hollywoodracks.com

Disclaimer of Liability: Repair or replacement of a defective product or the issuance of a refund or credit (as 
determined by Hollywood Racks) is a purchaser’s exclusive remedy under this warranty. Damage to a purchaser’s 
vehicle, cargo, bicycles and or to any other person is excluded. This warranty is expressly made in lieu of any and all 
other express warranties, whether oral or written. 

Hollywood Racks shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special, punitive or 
any other damages in connection with the purchase, use or handling of this product. 
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of consequential or incidental damages and the above limitation 

may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you have other rights, which vary from state to state.
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Tips for carrying woman’s bikes and bikes with slanted top tubes
Adjust the wheel trays so that the hook will rest in the bike frame’s top tube and seat tube, as shown in Fig. 28 and 29.
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Hollywood Racks
12812 S. Spring St. Los Angeles, CA 90061

Tel (310) 516-8600 (800) 747-4085 FAX (310)516-8955
www.hollywoodracks.com email: info@hollywoodracks.com

Customer Service Hours: M-F 8:00AM to 3:00 PM PST
Made in Taiwan 022608 Rev B


